The National School Health Data Set: Every Student Counts!

Process for Every Student Counts! State Data Coordinator(s)

**LOCAL**
- Works with your NASN Affiliate Leaders and other school nurses (SN) leaders to identify all SNs in your state.
  - Identifies SN data leaders within the affiliate.
- Invites all SNs public and private to the challenge of being data literate.
  - Shares the Every Student Counts! data points and definitions with SN and, encourages starting small.
  - Shares previously developed data materials with SN (i.e. NASN, National Center for Educational Statistics).
- Provides support and encouragement to all SNs.
- Promotes NASN’s data webinars.
- Encourages all SNs to find out who their district’s data officer is and existing data policies.
- Share infographics and data templates with all SNs.
- Celebrates all local SN successes with data collection.

**AFFILIATE**
- Advocates for a Data Coordinator position on the NASN Affiliate Board.
- Works with conference planner to coordinate conference session(s) on data skills.
- Leads affiliate efforts to identify state data policies or guidelines.
- The point person for local SN to ask questions for state data efforts.
- Encourages affiliate members to share their experiences and their strategies on state listservs and conferences.
- Informs affiliate leaders regarding data efforts.
- Celebrates affiliate successes with data and Every Student Counts!.

**National**
- The liaison for the affiliate and NASN regarding data and, Every Student Counts!.
- Facilitates state data submission for Every Student Counts! to national database.
- Celebrates success with other State Data Coordinators; ask questions as well.
- Provides feedback and recommendations on what is working and areas for improvements.

Data increases knowledge and changes attitude.

“Reform can be accomplished only when attitudes are changed.”

–Lillian Wald, founder of school nursing
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